Dynamics of orientation tuning in the cat striate cortex neurons.
Dynamics of orientation tuning was studied by a flashing light bar in 233 single units of cat primary visual cortex. Orientation tuning was plotted by the criterion of spike number in successive fragments of responses with a step of 10 or 20 ms. Preferred orientation and the width of orientation tuning were measured for each of such curves. It was found that successive dynamic change of preferred orientation during response was typical for 63% of units under study, while such change of orientation tuning width was typical for 93%. Neurons with or without shift in preferred orientation differed in their response characteristics: latency and duration of discharge, its frequency and response rise time, as well as quality of orientation tuning. Possible functional significance of two groups of cortical units, "scanners" (with systematic preferred orientation shift) and "timers" (without it), is discussed in accordance with the idea of spatiotemporal orientation coding in the primary visual cortex.